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CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION TO NATIONAL ASSESSMENT FOR READING AND NUMERACY 

(NARN) 

 

1.1 Context 

Reading, writing and mathematics skills are the foundations for children future 

development. Realizing this fact, as the basic literacy, reading, writing and mathematics skills 

have been included as the core skills in the school curricula in Nepal. Various types of school 

based assessments have been practiced to identify students' achievements in these areas so 

that adequate learning of students could be ensured by improving teaching-learning practices. 

Besides, for the purpuse of providing feedback on policy and program, several national, 

regional and international assessments have been practiced. Different types of assessments 

have been practiced in the globe, among them Early Grade Reading Assessment (EGRA), 

Early Grade Mathematics Assessment (EGMA) as well as subject (language and 

mathematics) specific assessment in written form at national level (eg National Assessment 

of Students Achievement, NASA at grade 3 and 5 in language and mathematics in Nepal) and 

regional or international level (eg, Trend in International Mathematics and Science Study, 

TIMSS and Progress in International Reading Literacy Study, PIRLS for grade 4 students) 

are some of the examples. In Nepal, two rounds of National Assessments of Students 

Achievement at grade 3 and 5 have been conducted by Education Review Office (ERO) in 

2012 and 2014. Similarly, Early Grade Reading Assessment (EGRA) has been initiated as a 

part of National Early Grade Reading Program (NEGRP) and at the same time ERO 

conducted Classroom Based Early Grade Reading Assessments (CB-EGRA) in 2017 and 

2018.  

Looking at the above mentioned different international practices on the assessment of 

early reading, writing and mathematics, and the practices of Nepal including NASA, EGRA, 

CB-EGRA, ERO has decided to develop an appropriate assessment which could assess the 

reading and mathemats skills of children in early grades. For this ERO intiated the 

discussions on designing an appropriate tool and process of assessing students' reading and 

numeracy skills at early grades, particularly grade 3. This framework is a product of such 

discussions and initiation towards developing a combining assessment tools and process to 

assess third grader students' skills on reading and numeracy. Tools developed based on this 

framework may be used to improve classroom practice, but the overall purpose of designing  
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the National Assessment for Reading and Numeracy (NARN) in Nepal is to provide feedback 

for policy and program at National and Sub-national levels.  

As the early grades, literacy which includes reading and numeracy (mathematics) has 

been one of the major focus areas of the national education reform agenda, there is a need for 

assessing students’ reading and methematical abilities in the early grades. Assessment data 

regarding the early grades literacy (reading and mathematics) provide insights into 

understanding what support students need to improve their literacy ability. This framework 

provides a general outline which covers the concept of literay, literacy assessment 

(framework and cycle), skills and domains of readings, and mathematics and assessment 

methodololgy.  

1.2 Concept of Literacy and Literacy Assessment 

In its simplest term, literacy can be defined as the ability to read and write. It 

incorporates a process of acquiring a simple cognitive skill (such as comprehension and 

analysis) to applying those skills to contributing to the socio-economic transformation. The 

following four broad perspectives of literacy have been discussed by various scholars 

(UNESCO, 2006): 

a) Literacy as autonomous set of skills 

b) Literacy as applied, practiced and situated 

c) Literacy as a learning process 

d) Literacy as a text 

The first view considers literacy as the sum total of multiple autonomous skills. 

Literacy from this perspective is seen as a set of autonomous skills that can be measured 

quantitatively. In other words, literacy is viewed as individuals’ cognitive skills in reading 

and writing. These skills include the abilities such as comprehension, analysis, evaluation, 

interpretation and organization of textual information. Literacy is also viewed as an ability to 

deal with numeracy. Numeracy includes the ability to process, interpret and communicate 

numerical, statistical and mathematical information in ways that are appropriate in a variety 

of contexts. In other words, literacy as numeracy skills focuses on the ability to process the 

mathematical information understandable to various settings.  

Literacy is also viewed as the skill that enables learners’ access to knowledge and 

information. This perspective views literacy from a broader social context that includes 

multiple literacies such as Information Literacy, Visual Literacy and Media Literacy. From 

this perspective, a single definition of literacy does not suffice; literacy should be regarded as 

the ways of ‘reading the world’ in specific contexts that cover ability to understand 
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knowledge reading technological, health, information, media, visual and scientific updates 

(Street, 2003).  

Literacy is also viewed as a learning process. This perspective considers literacy as a 

process and focuses on personal experience as a center of learning. This view takes a 

constructive process of learning where experiences of individuals are considered important. 

From this perspective, reading has to do with interpreting, reflecting, theorizing, 

interrogating, instigating, exploring, probing and questioning. In other words, reading is not 

confined to coding the meaning of the given form rather it includes learners’ ability to 

understand the social world. Literacy is also understood as an ability to understand texts. 

Texts vary in terms of different factors like the subject and the genre; complexity of the 

language used; and the content. From this perspective, literacy includes the ability to 

understand and interpret texts.  

As the reading skills, "a strong foundation in mathematics during the early grades is 

the key to future success in mathematics, which is instrumental in the development of 

workplace skills and knowledge (Malloy, 2008; Nunes & Bryant, 1996; Steen, 2001; U.S. 

Department of Education, 2008). Similarly, "recent meta-analyses also suggest that early 

mathematics skills predict later reading skills just as much as early reading skills" (Duncan et 

al., 2007; Romano et al., 2010). Therefore, literacy assessment refers to the measurement of 

students' reading and numeracy (mathematics) abilities. 

More specifically, literacy assessment is focused on measuring the ability of the 

students to read; the abilities to interpret, explore, investigate, and question the text. It also 

includes the measurement of the ability to work with the statistical or mathematical problems. 

The skill of operating the statistical information has to do with the numeracy or arithmetic 

skills. The major purpose of literacy assessment is to understand the progress of students’ 

learning in reading and mathematics. By providing information regarding students’ basic 

reading and numeracy skills, literacy assessment offers policy reform agendas to the Ministry 

of Education, Science and Technology. The overall objective of literacy assignment is to 

identify the existing status of students’ ability in reading and numeracy (mathematics) and 

draw policy implications based on the assessment.  

Although literacy can be described from multiple perspectives, National Assessment 

for Reading and Numeracy (NARN) focuses on reading and numeracy. Keeping the 

importance of reading and numeracy at the center, NARN assesses the reading and numeracy 

skills of the students in grade three.   
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1.3 Need for NARN in Nepal  

Education Review Offce (ERO) has been conducting National Assessment of Student 

Achievemnt (NASA) to indetify the existing status of learning acheivenemt of students at a 

specific grade level. As a large-scale assessment, NASA study is conducted among the 

national representative sample. The aim of this national level student assessment is to 

produce objective, accurate, and comparative information on students’ achievement in 

schools. However, NASA is not limited only to assessing students' achievement, but also to 

serve as a tool to evaluate the entire education system of the country. ERO has already 

conducted a NASA study to identify the learning achievement of Grade 3 students in 2015. 

The major objectives of this NASA study were: to identify the learning level of Grade 3 

students in Mathematics and Nepali against the national curricular goals; to create a reliable 

database on the learning level on those subjects for benchmarking; to compare them with 

earlier achievements in order to monitor the progress over time; and to generate 

recommendations for policymaking to improve learning level of students (ERO, 2015).  

Although NASA provides information regarding the status of students’ learning 

achievement, it does not assess their literacy knowledge. In other words, NASA is based on 

curricular competencies and goals, but not on the specific skills that are required for literacy-

reading and numeracy. The acquisition of literacy skills in the early grades is important for 

students’ success in the later grades. In this context, the assessment of literacy receives a 

center stage. There are different approaches to literacy assessment in the early grades. Early 

Grade Reading Assessment (EGRA) has been a popular model to assess literacy in Grades 1, 

2 and 3, globally. It has been designed and implemented to assess basic reading skills (RTI, 

2011). The original purpose of the EGRA is “to carry out sample-based national or system 

level diagnostic measurement. It aims to examine gaps in reading competencies among 

students to inform education ministries and partner agencies regarding system needs for 

improving teacher professional development and pre-service programs" (ACER, 2012).  

Two other practices of literacy assessment include Group Administered Literacy 

Assessment (GALA) and Classroom Based- Early Grade Reading Assessment (CB-EGRA). 

While EGRA administers tests to individual students, GALA and CB-EGRA tests reading in 

group (the details of these practices will be discussed in the next section). Yet, all of these 

tests do not assess numeracy skills as part of literacy. Realizing the importance of early grade 

literacy in mathematics, many countries have conducted Early Grade Literacy Assessment in 

different names. Early Grade Mathematics Assessment (EGMA) is one of them. The focus of 

this tool lies on the early years of mathematics learning emphasizing on numbers and 
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operations and on geometry through second grade or, in developing countries, perhaps 

through third grade (EGMA, 2014).  

Nepal’s National Education System Plan (NESP, 1971) introduced systematic 

curriculum framework in school education in which mathematics was introduced as one 

compulsory subject throughout the school education. Primary level education consisting of 

grades 1, 2, and 3 formed the primary school and the subject of mathematics "Ganita" mainly 

aimed at developing mathematical literacy of reading, writing and arithmetic shortly 

abbreviated as Three R's. Since then many revisions have been made in curriculum, curricular 

materials and teacher training so as to achieve expected outcomes in mathematics.  

Many assessments/tests have been conducted at different levels but the national level 

assessment has not been made to assess primary level students’ literacy in mathematics. 

School Level Certificate Examination (SLC Exam) was the only national level examination 

taken at the end of school education. Unsatisfactory result in mathematics became an issue 

for a long time because it attributed to the increasing failures in SLC examination. Sound 

basis of mathematical background at elementary grades might be the main reason. But due to 

lack of such specific information on their background no specific remedy could be made. 

Assessment of early grade literacy of mathematics can provide useful information in this 

direction. This is why National Assessment for Reading and Numeracy (NARN) is going to 

assess both literacy and numeracy (mathematics) competencies of early grade children.  

Viewing the ages of the students of grade 3 (7 or 8 years old), longer test maybe difficult for 

students. Therefore, the duration of assessment should be 1 to 1.5 hours almost equal time for 

each literacy and numeracy (mathematics) skills. 

1.4 Purpose and Objective of the NARN 

ERO is planning to conduct a national assessment for reading and numeracy with the 

purpose to identify the existing status Grade 3 students’ reading and numeracy skills with the 

following objectives: 

1 To make national assessment on the reading and numeracy competencies that are 

fundamental in early grade reading and mathematics 

2 To understand the existing status of students’ reading skills in order for the Ministry 

of Education, Science and Technology to formulate the policies that improve reading 

and numeracy skills of early grade students.  

3 To provide insights into understanding how schools, parents, students and local 

authorities can work together towards supporting early grade students in developing 

their reading and numeracy skills.  
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4 To provide the Ministry of Education, Science and Technology to design programs 

and activities for developing students’ literacy skills (reading and mathematical sills) 

and develop effective ways to assess literacy skills of the students. 

5 To provide recommendations to strengthen the capacity of schools and teachers in 

teaching and assessing students’ literacy skills.  

This national assessment for reading and numeracy would be conducted with an 

assumption that the literacy and numeracy skills acquired at school level largely determine 

the young people's prospects on succeeding in further education and prepare them for a better 

adult life. Therefore, the personal development of an individual and educational status of the 

country largely depends on knowledge, skills and understanding acquired by citizens in the 

early grades. In this regard, understanding what and how students are learning at school is 

one of the important concerns for all parents, teachers and general public. With this 

realization, ERO aims to conduct this NARN to understand how well school education 

system has equipped the young students with knowledge and skills they need for better 

education and to be able to face future challenges. The measurement of students' skills is also 

essential for tracking the development of education and assessing the effectiveness of 

educational policies and practices (Hanushek & Rivkin, 2010). Measuring students’ skills is 

important not only for determining the existing level of literacy and finding the gaps but also 

for providing feedback to improve quality of learning.  

1.5 Framework Preparation: Method and Process 

This framework has been developed to provide a clear direction to the entire national 

reading and numeracy assessment process. The development of this framework included the 

following process: 

1.5.1 Review of National and International Practices 

  In order to better understand the issues and practices of literacy assessment, both 

national and international trends of literacy assement were reviewed. The major literature 

reviewed include ERO’s previous NASA studies and CB-EGRA, RTI’s EGRA, EGMA and 

GALA and Pacific Islands Literacy and Numeracy Assessment (PILNA) framework. In 

addition, the insights were gathered from previous studies conducted by various organizations 

and scholars. The extensive literature review provides insights into understanding domains, 

processes and practices of literacy assessment. 

1.5.2 Analysis of national curriculum 

Since Nepal adopts one national curriculum, it is important to understand the aspects 

of reading and numeracy are inlcuded in the curriculum. In the process of developing this 
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framework, national curricula for Nepali and Mathematics were analyzed. The analysis was 

focused on the domains and contents to be inlcuded in the assessment. 

1.5.3 Discussion with subject teachers and experts 

Subject teachers of Nepali and Mathematics have insider view regarding the 

assessment of reading and numeracy. In preparing this framework subject teachers have been 

involded to make sure whether the domains and the contents to be convered in the assessment 

are as per the level of Grade 3 students. In addition, experts who have worked on different 

assessment studies were also consulted to ensure that the assessment is theoretically valid. 

The subject teachers and experts were also involded in developing items for collection 

students background information.  

1.6 Assessment Cycle 

The NARN cycle begins with the development of assessment framework and 

continues with the preparation of assessment tools, piloting, revising and finalizing the tools, 

training of assessors, administration of test and sharing of results, data entry and analysis, 

report preparation, and dissemination of the results. The figure 1 shows the steps of cyclic 

process of NARN.  

 

Figure 1. NARN Cycle   

Adopted from ERO (2017a) 

 

  

Framework development 

Tool Development 

Pilot Testing 

Revision & Finalization of Tools 

Assessors’ Training 

Test Administration and Sharing 

Data Entry and Analysis 

Report Preparation 

Result Dissemination 
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CHAPTER II 

 

ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY AND FRAMEWORK 

 

NARN would be the national assessment with the focus on reading and numeracy. Basically, 

the assessment is group administed type; however, some of the skills will be assessed by the 

one-to-one assessment. As stated in the previous chapter, the group administed assessment 

cannot be reliable mode of assessment to capture the Oral Reading Fluency (ORF) or Correct 

Word Per Minute (CWPM).  

2.1. Population and Sample  

2.1.1 Population 

NARN is the national level assessment of reading and numeracy. So, the entire 

students studying in the grade three in community schools from all over country will be the 

population of the study.  

2.1.2 Sample 

Appropriate national and sub-national representative sample will be selected for the 

research. The sample will be proportionately taken from the each province (implicit strata) 

considering the school as the cluster. The probability proportionate to size (PPS) sampling 

technique will be used to select the sample. The EGRA result of 2014 (or the latest NASA 

result of grade 3) will be taken as the reference to select the sample.  

2.2. Modes of Assessment 

Researches show that oral assessment is one of the best approach to assess the 

children in primary level. Taking the statement into consideration, two type of the assessment 

viz. grouped administered and the individual administered will be mode of assessment in the 

NARN. Most of the items of the reading and numeracy will be the group administered where 

the assessor instruct students to take the test. Moreover, taking sub-sample from each school, 

the one-to-one assessment will be conducted to measure the Oral Reading Fluency of 

students in reading part and some basic mathematical skills in numeracy part.  

2.2.1 Test Administration  

The assessor training is the cascade model. First, Master Training of Trainer will be 

conducted at the central level and the trainer will train the assessors at the province level.  

The assessor will facilitate the students to take the test. The overall timing of group 

administration will be one hour and the one-to-one test will be five minute for each sub-

sample student. The question paper also includes the background information questions 
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which will be filled by the assessor taking the support from the head teacher, class teacher 

and also by studying the class attendance register.  
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2.3. Assessment Framework  

Reading framework: 

Objective Content Item Type, model items Number 

of items 

Type of items Difficulty Estimated  

time 

1. To identify 

the 

sentences 

Sentence 

identification 

शिक्षको प्रश्न पढ्ने र शिद्यार्थीले आफैं ले 

उत्तर शिने 

 

शिइएको बाकसबाट शनम्न िाक्यमा शिनो 

लगाउनहुोस ्।  

म सहर जान्छु ।  

म सहर जान्छु ।  

मेरो मामघर जाने रहर छ । 

रामलुाई घरमा कहर छ ।  

शिमीहरू लहर शमलाई बस । 

 

3 Graphophenomical 

Awareness 

Hard a five 

word 

sentence 

Medium: A 

four word 

sentence 

Low: A three 

word 

sentence 

25 Sec 

 

 

 

30 Sec 

 

 

 

35 Sec 
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Objective Content Item Type, model items Number 

of items 

Type of items Difficulty Estimated  

time 

2. To listen 

and  

comprehend 

the given 

test  

Listening 

Comprehension 

शिइएको पाठ शिक्षकले पशढशिने र सो 

सम्बन्धी प्रश्नहरू सोध्ने  

समयको ठूलो महत्ि छ । यसलाई रोकेर 

राख्न सशकिँ िनै । शबिेपशछ फकेर आउिँिनै । 

त्यसैले यसलाई खेर फाल्न ु ह िँिनै । ठीक 

समयमा सही काम गने बानी बसाल्नपुछछ । 

समयको पालना गनुछ अनुिासन पशन हो । 

समयको पालना गने व्यशि सफल ह न्छ ।  

केलाई रोकेर राख्न सशकिँ िनै ? 

समय  

महत्ि 

अनिुासन  

व्यशि 

3 35 words 

nonfiction text 

Easy: Answer 

from single 

sentence 

Medium: 

Answer from 

two sentences 

Hard: 

Inferential 

answer from 

whole text 

 

30 sec 

 

45 sec 

 

60 sec 
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Objective Content Item Type, model items Number 

of items 

Type of items Difficulty Estimated  

time 

समयको पालना गनुछ के हो ? 

अनिुासन 

सफलिा 

महत्ि 

ठूलो शिषय 

 समय शकन खेर फाल्न ुह िँिनै ? 

राम्रो काम गनछ 

फकेर नआउने   

बानी बसाल्न 

सफल ह न 

3. To decode the 

non-meaning 

words 

Non-meaning 

words 

शिइएको बाकसबाट शनम्न अर्थछ नखलु्ने 

िब्िमा शिह्न लगाउनहुोस ्।  

िल शिइएका अर्थछ नखलु्ने िब्िको 

उच्िारण गनुछहोस ्।  

3 Phonological 

Awareness 

(Decoding Skill)  

Simple (non 

word without 

matra) 

With matra 

15 Sec 

 

20 Sec 
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Objective Content Item Type, model items Number 

of items 

Type of items Difficulty Estimated  

time 

छिकु्  

छिकु् 

छन्जा 

छन्ला 

छड्शह 

 

with joint 

letters  

30 Sec 

 

3. To 

comprehend 

the reading 

text 

Reading 

Comprehension 

शिइएको पाठ शिद्यार्थीलाईनै पढ्न शिई 

प्रश्नको उत्तर शिन लगाउने (60 words) 

मोबाइल फोन आधशुनक 

सञ्िारको साधन हो । यसलाई 

एक आपसमा कुराकानी गनछ 

प्रयोग गररन्छ । यसबाट लेखेर 

पशन खबर शलनशिन शमल्छ । घर, 

पसल, कायाछलय जहािँ पशन 

यसको प्रयोग गनछ सशकन्छ । 

यसबाट शहसाब पशन गनछ सशकन्छ 

। अिँध्यारोमा यसबाट बत्तीको 

3 

Two 

question 

closed 

One 

open 

(three 

Comprehension Easy: 1 

closed 

question 

(answer from 

a single 

sentence) 

Medium: 1 

Closed 

3 minute 

to read 

the test 

30 sec for 

the first 

question 
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Objective Content Item Type, model items Number 

of items 

Type of items Difficulty Estimated  

time 

काम पशन शलन सशकन्छ । यसमा 

रेशडयो पशन सनु्न सशकन्छ । 

मोबाइल फोन धेरै काम लाग्ने 

साधन हो । त्यसैले आजभोशल 

मोबाइल फोन सबैको प्यारो 

भएको छ ।  

(क) मोबाइल फोन कस्िो साधन 

हो ? 

(ख) मोबाइल फोन मुख्य रूपमा 

केका लाशग प्रयोग गररन्छ  ? 

(ग) मोबाइल फोन शकन सबैको 

प्यारो साधन हो ? 

 

 

 

words 

max.) 

Question 

(answer from 

two 

sentneces) 

Hard: 1 Open 

question 

(answer from 

entire text) 

30 sec for 

the 

second 

question 

 

1 minute 

for the 

third 

question 
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Objective Content Item Type, model items Number 

of items 

Type of items Difficulty Estimated  

time 

To assess the 

vocabulary skills 

of students  

Vocabulary definition/ meaning 

synonyms  

antonyms  

(क) िोयाले बनेको अन्न राख्ने िस्िलुाई 

 ___________ ।  

(ख) बशुिमान ्िब्िको उल्टो अर्थछ शिने िब्ि 

__________ हो ।  

(ग) पोशसलोको अर्थछ ____________ हो 

। 

 

 

3 definition/ 

meaning 

synonyms  

antonyms  

Easy 

 

Medium 

Hard 

20 sec 

 

30 sec 

30 sec 

To assess the 

dictation skill of 

students  

Dictation of 

sentence  

Three words (simple sentence) 

Four words (half letters) 

Four words (half letters; रेफ र 

अन्य) 

3 writing skill, 

listening skill, 

dictating skill 

Easy 

Medium 

Hard 

 

1 min 

1 min 

1min 
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Objective Content Item Type, model items Number 

of items 

Type of items Difficulty Estimated  

time 

शिमी कर्था पढ्छौ ।  

बगै िँिामा फूल फुलेुका छन ्। 

सगरमार्था सिोच्ि शिखर हो । 

 

1 oral reading passage of 60 words:  

रमाको खुट्टामा घाउ भयो । बुबाले उनलाई अस्पिाल लैजानभुयो । डाक्टरले घाउ जाािँच्नभुयो । घाउ सफा गनुछपने रहछे । रमा घाउ िखु्छ भनेर डराइन ्। डाक्टरले रमालाई सार्थीहरूको 

नाम भन्न लगाउनभुयो । रमाल ेसार्थीहरूको नाम भननन,् नबना, मीना, रीिा, मननषा, महिे, उषा । सार्थीहरूको नाम भन्िाभन्ि ैडाक्टरले घाउ सफा गररसक्न ुभएछ । रमाल ेिखेुको 

र्थाह ैपाइनन ्। डाक्टरको उपायले घाउ िखेुको पत्तै भएन । रमाल ेमसुकु्क हाािँसेर डाक्टरलाई धन्यिाि शिइन ्। 
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Numeracy Framework   

Objective: How to measure  

Content Description, Example Item  Number 

of items 

Type of  

item 

Difficulty Time 

required 

1. To recognize 

geometric 

shapes, objects 

and their parts 

 

2D shapes: 

Triangle, 

Square, 

Rectangle, 

Angle, 

and three 

dimensional 

objects: 

cylinder, cone, 

cube, cuboid 

 

1. Identify the shapes and their parts. 

Example  

a. Identify the Shape of the surface of the 

table: 

Triangle 

…………… 

…………… 

b. Write the name of shown part of the 

triangle. 

 

4 Knowledge Easy 2 min 
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Objective: How to measure  

Content Example Item, item type Numbe

r of 

items 

Type of  item Difficult

y 

Time 

required 

2. To read 

number and 

express in 

words and vice 

versa. 

 

Numbers: 

• Numbers 

• Number name 

• odd and even 

number 

• Place value 

table 

• Place value 

• bigger/smaller 

• order of 

numbers 

• number pattern 

Read the numbers. (Individual) 

Example a. : Ask 15 numbers and ask any 

three. 

 

Example b. : Write the number in words. 

(Group assessment). 73, 235. 

3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 2 

 

 

Knowledge 

 

 

 

 

 

 

comprehension 

Easy 

medium 

Difficult 

 

 

 

 

Easy 

Medium 

1.5 min 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.5 min 

46, 78, 69, 30, 93 (below 100) 

150, 240, 321, 339, 426  (below 500) 

643, 967, 727, 823, 553 (500-999) 
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3. To identify 

mathematical 

sign and 

perform basic 

operation 

Basic operation:  

• addition, 

• subtraction,  

• multiplication  

• division 

Do the sums as per given sign. 

Example:  

(single digit numbers): 7 + 9 =   

(three-digit numbers, only one carry over) : 

578 + 814 =    

(single digit numbers) : 8 ˗ 5 =    

(Three-digit numbers, only one carryover ) : 

895 ˗ 357 =   

(single digit numbers) : 6 x 7 =  

(two digit numbers) : 27 x 34 =  

Division of two digit number by one digit 

number: 3)69(     , 412 4 ➔ 4)412(  

7 Knowledge 

Comprehension 

Application 

Easy 

Medium 

Difficult 

7 min 

4. To write 

fractions into 

numbers and 

vice versa 

• Fraction 

• Numerator 

• Denominator 

• Order of 

numbers 

To recognize the fraction and write into 

fractional number. 

a. Write the fraction shown by shaded 

part and find the sum. 

 

…………    + ……………    = 

………….. 

1 medium   
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5. Integration of 

basic operation 

with 

measurement 

of money, 

weight, length, 

area, volume 

etc. to solve 

the daily life 

problem 

• Weight 

• Length 

• Area 

• volume 

• Money 

• Time 

Know the fact and daily life related word 

Problems: 

Examples: 

a. What time is shown in the given clock? 

 ……………. o'clock 

b. If you are given Rs. 50 and you have to 

spend Rs. 15 from there, how much money 

will remain with you? 

d.   

 

One pen can be bought for Rs. 8, what will be 

the cost of 5 such pens? 

4 Comprehension 

Application 

Higher ability 

medium 

Difficult 

8 min 
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6. Give and take 

information by 

reading the 

chart, graph, 

table, bill, 

budget, sets 

etc.  

• Chart 

• Graph 

• Table 

• Sets 

• bill 

• Budget 

Read the stimulus and answer the questions. 

Example: 

 

a. What is the rate of books? 

b. In the total, ink spoilt deleted the 

written number. What number could 

be there? 

2 Knowledge 

Higher ability 

easy 

difficult 

2 

minutes 

 

 

Education stationary

Name: Mahesh
Address: Pokhara

date: 2076-11-15
bill number: 4325

Pokhara

1. Pencil 2 5 10

2. Book 3 25 75

3. book cover 5 2 10

Description       Quantity Rate Cost

Total:
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2.4.Method and process of conducting assessment 

Most national and international assesments were historically administered as paper-

and-pencil test including grade 4 and above. But oral assesment seems to be the common  

approach to assess early grade literacy as  adopted by international studies sush as, EGMA 

(2014) and ERGA (2016). In regard to necessacity and importance of oral assessment in 

assessing early literacy, ERGA (2016) mentions:   

…most national and international assessments were historically administered as 

paper-and-pencil tests to students in grade 4 and above (that is, they assumed students 

could read and write). It was not always possible to tell from the results of these tests 

whether students scored poorly because they lacked the knowledge tested by the 

assessments, or because they lacked basic reading and comprehension skills. Since 

2010, a turn toward reading-skill assessments in the early grades . . . marks  a change 

in awareness among international education researchers and stakeholders regarding 

the need for more empirical information about young children’s ability to read with 

comprehension (p.1-2). 

The above paragraph clearly indicate that written assessment might be inadequate to 

assess early literacy and the influence of awareness  about young children ability to read with 

comprehension has been brouhgt by international studies such as ERGA since 2010. Due to 

such reason, recent version of ERGA (ERGA, 2016) and EGMA (2014) has been taken as 

one main reading in developing early literacy here in this study. Since children learn to read 

for read to learn, reading becomes one of the means to achieve literacy. The paper and pencil 

test assumes that students could read and write. In order to assess literacy skill of 

mathematics students are given problems/ items/tasks in written form and students need to 

answer in written form. Unlike oral assessment written assessment has many constraints in 

asessing students assessment achievement. This is because in oral assessment the assossor 

can suplement for language defeciency and other problems. This is why conducting written 

assessment using paper and pencil test imposes many limitations in assessing early litreacy of 

mathematics. To overcome such problems at least partially, clear and detail instruction for 

conducting the item/task should be developed appropriately( in addition to construction of 

appropriate items/tasks). For that purpose, clear and detail guidelines should be made so as to 

facilitate the conduction of assessment for the assessment takers or asossors. So after 

constructing the test set with the guidelines of conduction, the test are piloted to get better 

precision for final administration. More than that the test takers or the assossors should  be 

given training so as to conduct the test appropriately and uniformly. There are many other 
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things associated to the administreation of the test  including  an appropriate environment for 

conducting the test.Wriitten guidelines for conducting the test should be developed so as to 

maintain uniformity in administering the test. The following guidelines are some to be taken 

into consideration while conducting well formed paper and pencil assessment/test on already 

sampled/selected students' groups. 

  Sitting Arrangement: 

i) Arrangement of spacious/comfortable sitting arrangement as needed with enough 

light for each examinee. 

ii) Special arrangement for differently abled examinee. 

Group Instruction: 

i) Orient to the class/group(examinees) what is going to be assessed  and with what 

purpose and how to make response in written form. 

ii) Make them clear whether or not to use some tools like compass/ set squares etc. in 

their workings. 

iii)  Orient what is to be done when they want to make quarry as to the item(s) or any 

thing else during the test period. 

iv) Orient them as to the total time limit of the test duration and division of time on 

the items. 

One-to-one assessment 

i) Orient the sampled students what is going to be assessed and the purpose of the 

assessment  

ii) Make them clear that they have to answer the some of the questions orally 

following the instruction of the assessor.  

Ethical Consideration 

i)  Make clear that ethical consideration including their personal identification will 

be kept confidential/secret in course of study. 

ii) Make clear that they might not be involved in the test if they don’t want. 

Instruction within test items/tasks- Instruction to the test items 

i) Mention the type of the items and the mode of answering clearly. 

For example, selecting right response in multiple choice item, 

 transferring mode such as changing units of measurements,  

or solving verbal problems. 

ii) Mention if some instrument are intended to be used in drawings or free drawings 

are prererred. 
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Chapter  III 

 Summary and conclusion 

Basic literacy is the foundation that children need to be successful in all other areas of 

education. Children first need to learn to read so that they can read to learn and as children 

pass through the grade levels, more and more academic content is transmitted to them 

through text, and their ability to acquire new knowledge and skills depends largely on their 

ability to read and extract meaning from text. Early grade learning has been one of the major 

focus areas of the national education reform agenda. Therefore, there is a need for assessing 

students’ reading ability in the early grades. Primarily, this framework provides a general 

guideline to clarify the concept of literay, literacy assessment (framework and cycle), skills 

and domains of readings, and mathematics.  

 

Children’s reading and numeracy competency has been given much importance since early 

grades lay important foundation for further development of education. The Early Grade 

Literacy traditionally involved simple reading, writing and arithematic shortly abbreviated as 

three R's.  Realizing the importance of early grade literacy many countries and international 

agencies have conducted Early Grade Literacy Assessment in different names. Early Grade 

Mathematics Assessment (EGMA)  and  Early Grade Reading Assessment (EGRA) have 

been used as the model for early literacy assessment among many countries of  the world. 

Learning from international practices and based on national curriculum of primary school 

mathematics (grades through 1 to 3) the framework for National Literacy Assessment 

(NALA) for Nepal has neen constructed. The main objective of NALA is to measure whether 

our national educational system is creating opportunities for students to achieve reading and 

mathematical literacy. In this context, this Framework provides a general guideline for 

understanding the concept of national literacy assessment in measuring both early grade 

reading and numracy (mathematics) skills.  The Framework is consisted of four sections: 

Introduction to National Literacy Assessment, Assessment of Reading competencies, 

Assessment of numeracy and mathematics competencies including this conclusion. This 

framework specified content domain including number and patterm. For each content 

domains, there are sub-domains which are detailly specified in terms of performance 

competencies. Major categories of tasks or item types have also been formulated and then 

examples for tasks/items have also been developed so as to facilitate the construction of the 

test items. It also consists of instruction for undertaking reading assessment with some 

specific guidelines. 
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On the whole, this framework provides a theoretical guideline in order to make national 

assessment on the core literiacy and numeracy competencies that are fundamental in early 

grade language and mathematics. Moreover, it helps understand the existing status of 

students’ literacy skills in order for the Ministry of Education to formulate the policies that 

improve reading and numeracy skills of early grade students. It is also expected that this 

framework provides insights into understanding how schools, parents, students and local 

authorities can work together towards supporting early grade students in developing their 

reading and numeracy skills. In fact, the framework for early grade literacy and numeracy is 

developed in acordance to international practices of early literacy assessment in mathematics 

and early grade literacy as well as on the basis of our curriculum. Since content points, 

competencies and types of task/item are dependent upon curricular competencies, the 

National Litercy Assessment framework is targetted to assess literacy achievement of early 

grade students in reading and mathematics reasonably. Therefore, it is expected that this 

framework as a whole provides input to the Ministry of Education and other concerned 

stakeholders to design programs and activities for developing students’ literacy skills as well 

as to develop effective ways to assess literacy skills of the students. 
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